You are working in our fascinating research & development department, contributing directly to the product development from scratch till the market-entry.

**FARO is different:**
FARO innovates and develops fascinating 3D measuring and documenting technology, which is widely used for many technologically advanced industries including the automotive, aerospace, architecture and engineering industries. We have also contributed to many innovative, exciting projects, such as F1, The Red Bull Sage project (extreme skydive), the restoration of archeological sites and many more.

Not everyone is fit for FARO and the challenging role – we are looking for:
a natural problem solver with an empathetic mindset, who is looking for a challenging career within a dynamic workplace, where you can let your creativity shine and have the freedom to influence the solutions.

This position requires:
- Bachelor degree in a technical field or degree as business data processing specialist.
- Several years of experiences as platform owner or in product management/product development appreciated.
- Advanced technical degree is a plus.
- Experience with industrial software products and with 3D technology environment is a plus.
- Self-starter, entrepreneurial thinker and works well in teams.
- Robust interpersonal skills with evidence of teamwork and collaboration.
- Exceptional written and verbal communication skills with customers at all levels.
- Strong negotiating skills and the ability to build consensus across functional boundaries.
- Ability to create effective plans and manage diverse and multiple tasks while balancing short and long-term goals.
- Conversational English and German language skill is a must.
- Fresh graduated are welcome.

**How you will make a difference @ FARO:**
- Define product requirements with product management team (roadmaps, workflows) for introduction to development teams. Write product requirements and usage scenarios
- Develop and maintain a prioritized list of enhancements/features based on revenue impact/cost savings
- Develop, coordinate and ensure successful execution of release/launch plan according to the FARO new product development process. Communicate needs and project status to product execution team
- Test and validate functional specifications are being met during the development process
- Gather early feedback from users through presentation of product demonstrators and prototypes
- Represent the “voice of the customer” to the R&D, customer service, supply chain, production and total quality teams from ideation through launch and reach out to end users and potential customers on a regular schedule.
- Develop and maintain understanding of customer workflows and processes.

**Are you ready to join the challenge?**
Please apply (cover letter, CV, references) directly to recruiting-EMEA@faro.com.

**Contact information:**
Want to know more about the position or you have questions regarding the recruitment process, email us directly at recruiting-EMEA@faro.com.